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Introduction 

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>O. In 1979, Piotr Blass 
suggested the folowing problem (in case X is the projective plane): 

(*) Given a nonsingular surface X, find all inseparable coverings Y-+X of degree 
p, with Y nonsingular. 

Blass’s problem was solved recently by Spencer Bloch; he showed that p’ has no 
such nonsingular coverings. 

In this paper we solve (*) for the case X= IF,,, where the F,, are Nagata’s rational 
surfaces: It turns out that F, has exactly one such covering if pfn, and exactly two 
if p 1 n (Theorem 2.2). We also give an elementary proof of Bloch’s result 
(Theorem 2.1). It is not clear to us how to treat more general rational surfaces: 
We give examples (2.3 and the discussion preceding it) which indicate that solutions 
of (*) do not translate easily across even a single blowing-up or blowing-down. 

The key to the solution of (*) for lP2 and 5, is the fact, due to Rudakov and 
Safarevic’ ((61, Theorem 4), that an inseparable degree p covering Z+ Y of non- 
singular surfaces is the quotient morphism with respect to a p-closed derivation D 
on Z without isolated singularities. We reprove this result (Theorem 1.2). using an 
elementary fact (see [ 11) about power series rings in two variables sandwiched by the 
Frobenius. Given the Rudakov-Safarevie result, (*) is the same as 

(**) Let Z be the inverse Frobenius of X. Find all p-closed derivations of k(Z) 
without isolated singularities on Z. 

In the cases mentioned above this involves only high school mathematics, modulo 
some knowledge of the intersection theory on Z. 
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In the language of vector bundles, (**) may be rephrased as follows: 

(I**) Find all integrable sublinebundles (in the sense of [7], 93) of the tangent 

bundle Tz of 2. 

Our results on IF, translate as follows: Let 

O-@-TEn+N+O (t) 

be the canonical exact sequence of vector bundles, where N is the pullback of the 
tangent bundle on IP’ and @ = TF,,P~ is the bundle of tangents along the fibres of IF,,. 
Then (t) splits if and only if p 1 n. The integrable sublinebundles of TE,, are @ and, if 
p 1 n, those given by integrable sections N+ TQ All of these latter are derived from 
one such by automorphisms of IF,. 

Finding all solutions to (**) looks like a rather complicated task in case Z is a 
ruled surface over a nonrational curve C. We make some tentative efforts in this 
direction by studying the case Z = Cx lP’, mainly to elucidate the observation that a 
point of order p on the Jacobian of C gives rise to a nontrivial ruled surface Y over 
the Frobenius of C whose pullback to C is C x Pi, and to describe a ‘supersingular’ 
analogue of this phenomenon. 

1. Generalities 

Given a variety Z over k, we denote by 6 : Z -+ t9Z the Frobenius of Z. 

1.1. Lemma. Let X be a k-variety, and let Z=t?-‘X be its inverse Frobenius. 
Suppose that X (equivalently, Z) is normal, and that I’ is a normal k-variety. The 
following are in natural 1- 1 correspondence: 

(1) purely inseparable coverings YL X of exponent 1, 
(2) purely inseparable coverings ZL Y of exponent 1, 
(3) factorizations Zz YL X of the Frobenius of Z, with f, n as in (I), (2). 

Proof. Given (I), we have K= k(X)C k( Y)CK”P. Let SpecA be an affine open 
subset of X, and f -'(Spec A) = Spec B. We have A c B and BPC K. Since B is 
integral over A and A is normal, BPcA. Hence BcA”P, and we obtain n as in (3). 
Given (2), we have a factorization 8-‘Y~Z~ Y, giving YLX, where f = of’ 
is as in (3). 

Let Z and Y be normal k-varieties. Let n : Z * Y be an inseparable covering of 
degree p. We recall some facts about such morphisms from [6]. By Jacobson’s 
theory ([3], Ch. IV $8) there exists a derivation D of k(Z) such that 

(1) 
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D is p-closed (i.e. DJ’=aD with a~ k(Z)), and determined by 7c up to a factor in 
k(Z)*. (If D’=gD with ge k(Z)*, we will call D and D’ equivalent, and write 
D-D’.) Let 4 E Z. Since Y is normal, we have 

dy,.(,,=k(z)% d,,. (2) 

Conversely, given a nonzero p-closed derivation D of k(Z), we let n = identity map 
(set-theoretically) and use (2) to define a normal algebraic variety Y on the topo- 
logical space underlying Z. Then rr : Z -+ Y is an inseparable covering of degree p. 

Now assume further that Y and Z are surfaces, with Z nonsingular. If 5, q E 19 := 
6Jz,q are regular parameters at 4, we can write 

D=b,(f;+g f-), (3) 

where f, g E t9 and 

W, d = (f, &J (4) 

is an ideal of height 12. By the chain rule, I(D,q) is independent of the choice of 
parameters <, q and b, is determined up to a unit in 8. Note that D, := b,‘D - D, 
DJ 6) c t9 and (iy, n(g) = V Dq. 

The divisor on Z with local equation b, at 4 will be called the divisor(D) of D. We 
say that D has only divisorial singularities (or is without isolated singularities) on Z 
if Z(D, q) = 0z,4 for all q E Z. 

1.2. Theorem. ([6], Theorems 1 and 4.) Let n: Z- Y be an inseparable covering 
of degree p, where Z and Y are algebraic surfaces with Z nonsingular and Y normal. 
Then n is the quotient morphism with respect to a nonzero p-closed derivation D on 
Z. Y is nonsingular tf and only if D has no isolated singularity on Z. 

Proof. The first part of the theorem has already been established. As for the second 
statement, the sufficiency follows from [7], Proposition 6, as noted in [6], Theorem 
1. (The restriction to complete local rings in [6] is unnecessary.) For the necessity, 
consider 4 E Z, and let r9 = /‘z, 4, 19’ = Or, rr(qj. The derivation D, of 19 extends uniquely 
to a derivation, which we also call D,, of the completion 8, and L9^‘= aDq. We recall 
the following fact ([l], Theorem): 

If R, A are power series rings in two variables over k, with RP$ A $ R, then there 
exist x, y E R such that R = k[[x, y]] and A = k[[x, yp]]. We have fxs + gx,, = DJx) = 0. 
Since a(,~-, ~)/a(<, q) is a unit in 8, we have that f 1 g or g 1 f in 8. This immediately 
gives a prime divisor of f,g E L9 (contradicting the choice of f,g), unless f or g is 
a unit in t?, which means that D has no isolated singularity at q. (See also [5], 
Lemma 1.3.) 

1.3. Corollary. Inseparable degree p coverings Y-+X of nonsingular surfaces are 
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in natural l-l correspondence with quotient morphisms F’X = Z + Y with respect 
to nonzero p-closed derivations of k(Z) without isolated singularities on Z. 

Proof. By 1.1 and 1.2. 

2. Applications to rational surfaces 

2.1. Theorem (Bloch). There is no inseparable degree p covering Y+Ip2 with Y 

nonsingular. 

Proof. We show that every nonzero derivation on lP2 has an isolated singularity; by 
1.3 this is more than enough. We regard lP2 as the union of affine planes with 
coordinates (x, y), (t = l/x, u =y/x), and (u = l/y, w =x/u). We denote by L the line 
at infinity in the (x, y)-coordinate system (given by t = 0 or u = 0) and by P, Q the 
points t = u = 0, u = w = 0, respectively. 

Given a derivation D of k(x, y), we may replace D by an equivalent derivation of 
the form D =f@/ax) + g(a/ay), where Jg E k[x, y] are coprime. If D has no isolated 
singularity on lP2, then f and g have no common zero. 

Put r = deg f, s = deg g. We leave as an exercise the fact that, if fg = 0 or r#s, then 
D has an isolated singularity at P or Q. We assume that f and g are nonzero and 
r=s. DefineJgEk[t,u], xgEk[u,w] by 

f =_rx’=~y’, g=gxr=gyr. 

Then $, g are coprime and not divisible by t, and x g are coprime and not divisible by 

u. We have 

D=ft- 

similarly 

D-(f-g?w) &-gu;. 

Put h = xg - yf. h is nonzero - otherwise f and g meet at x =y = 0. We have deg h s 

r w t 1 g-ju e u 1 $-gw. Suppose this is not the case. Then, if r=O, D has an 
isolated singularity at t = 0, u = g/f. If r> 0, the singularity occurs at a common 
point of f and g on L; there are such by Bezout’s theorem. We assume therefore 
that deg h s r. Putting h =/ix’= hy’, with EE k[t, u], 6~ k[u, w], we have 

Clearly f. fi and 2, Ii are coprime. Also deg h < r t) t 1 fi ti u / 6 Since f and g meet 

on L by Bezout, g meets u or f meets 1. Hence we may assume that deg h = r, $ and /i 
do not meet on t, and g and 6do not meet on u. 
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We claim that K(Q) = 0; for this we may assume xfh. Then 

since x{f and x divides the degree form off. So (f. h)L = (f. ~))Qz’~- (r- l)>O, 
and 6(Q)=O. So g(Q)#O. Then r2=(f.g)r.=$.g=f.(g-Jic)=J.t~==$.t= 
f * L - (f. L),s r- 1, and absurdity, which completes the proof of 2.1. 

We now turn to finding all inseparable degree p coverings of iF, by nonsingular 
surfaces. 

YI Mx. u 
PI I 

x 
M 

x2 

Y I y2 
p2 

We regard [F,, as the patching of affine planes 

I/ = Spec k[x, y], I/, =Spec k[x, = l/x, yI =y], 

U2 = Spec k[x2 = xy”, y2 = 1 /y], W=Speck[u= I/y,u= l/x:]. 

We denote by PI, P2, P the origins of the latter three planes, respectively. The fibres 
F of IF,+lP’ are given by y=a, aE IP’; we denote by F, the fibre at infinity of CJ. 
The section given by x=0 on U we denote by M; in case n>O, M is the unique 
irreducible curve on ff,, with self-intersection -n. The section at infinity of U we 
denote by M,. 

For any Nr 0, we have the diagram 

where rrNo rrb and 8’ are Frobenius morphisms, and the square is a pullback. 



6q u&i!% al12 /M uo ?‘J pue ‘!n uo 2 pue / 103 !i?‘!J suoyenba leso~ ‘Z’Z’Z 

ISql alON ‘(ZUS+~J)-LJU=“~(8./) ‘1 

0s ‘J I- su) +ns - 8 pue Jw - 1~) + NJ -/ aAey aM 

.{O#/.‘ZI /-y}u!uI=/ ‘{O#fiJI .r-~u}u!Lu=w 

‘,lf,x% z =8 ‘[dXfif 3 =/ 

ial *8 “Sap = s ‘J’%ap = J la? y*z*z 

-- 1cq 

asualcA!nba leaug alouap a,y, ‘l! rCq pau!3ap “3 uo JOS!A!P aAya33a a41 pue warnala 
uaA$ aql Jailal awes ayl icq alouap II!M aM ‘[L‘xJy 30 iuamaja olazuou B uaA!-j 

*oJazuou a.n2 8 puti? J amnsse aM qiJo3aDuaH 
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iuayonb %u!puodsa~~o~ aql 1~~1 put ‘“4 uo kl!~@iu!s palelos! ou seq 0 lt3q1 syDay3 
au0 *xc/e-a ‘0=8 31 an u! laaw lou op [Ic‘x]_y3Sy aJayM ‘(Le/e)Z+(xe/e)/=Q 

ial '"4 UO Sa!i!=ln%U!S palElOS! lnOyl!M a SUO!lEA!Jap JO3 q3JEaS aM 'JOOJd 

‘d/;~ JO ‘IL rayga 01 wap!nba s! ol uayt ‘II 1 dJI (N) 
‘Us 01 JUappba s? d, uay) ‘u 4 d& (!) 

-.mpGu!suou 
x YI!M '8U!JaAO~ d aaJ8ap a]qD.mdasu! UD aq “4 +A : 64 ]a7 -maJoaqJ_. ‘z-z 

*tuapnpba aJr? ,ol pue a) h?S aM UaIjl ‘Sa!la!lEA 30 su.xs!qdloru 30 

mw%e!p aAyelnurmo3 e aAeq am 31 
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In several computations in the case pf n the polynomial h :=fj~+ ngx will crop 
up. We record some data about h. 

h = 1 h,x’jj#O. (Otherwise, Jg meet at the origin of I/.) Put d= deg, h, 
e=min{ni-j / h,#O}, h=h,xrd= hzyq=6ueo-d. Note that ermin{l+n,m- 1). 
By 2.2.2 we have: 

2.2.3. 
h =f,x;‘y, + ng,x;$- ’ 

=.f2$ - ’ + W2X2Y2 
t+n=SUm-IO-r+ngul+nv-s-l. 

We rewrite D in each coordinate system. 

2. 

3. 

Dzz -f&a a 
ax, 

+g,xLS--. 
ah 

D=(f2~2m-" 
a I+2 a 

+4?2X2Y:+') z32Y2 
2 ay,, 

_D=&,l+20-S 

The conditions that D have no isolated singularity on the line Lr =M,\{P} 
become: 

2.2.5. 1. r>s+2 and fflL,=O, or 
2. r<s+2 and gnL,=0, or 
3. r=s+2 andfngn,=0. 

The case pf n. The conditions that D have no isolated singularity on the line 
L2=F,\{P} become: 

2.2.6. 1. m-nclc 1 and fflL2=0, or 
2. m-n=l+l and 

(a) e=m- 1 and hnL2=0, or 
(b) e=m and gnhflL2=0, or 
(c) e>m and gnL2=0. 

Proof of 2.2.6: If m - n > I + 1, then by 2.2.4.2, D has a singularity at P2. 2.2.6.1 is 
clear. If m-n=l+ 1, then by 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.2, 

D_h2y;-'m-"-&g2y2 i!- ; 
2 ay2 

2.2.6.2 follows. 
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We proceed to eliminate all possibilities for D. 

If m - n<l+ 1 and rcs+ 2, one sees at once from 2.2.4.3 that D is singular at P. 

If instead rrs+2, then by 2.2.6.1, fft&=0, and 2.2.4.3 requires that f(P)#O. 

Then r = f. F, = 0 and s < 0, which cannot be. 

2.2.7. We are reduced to the case m - n = I + 1. Note that by 2.2.1.3. 1~ 0. 

2.2.7.1. Suppose s + 2 L r. Then 

by 2.2.3. If e = m - 1, D is singular at P. Suppose ez m. Then we must have g(P) # 0 

sinces+2>d. With2.2.5.2thisgivesO=g.M,=(sM+(ns-I)F).(M+nF)=ns-1. 
So ns=llO. Hence s=l=O, since p{n. Then rll, and by 2.2.1.2, n+l= 
m s nr~ n, an absurdity. 

2.2.7.2. Suppose r=s+ 2. Then 

D-&$ +~ue-(~-l) _!_ 
a0 

since d = r. If e= m - 1, we must have k(P) # 0; with 2.2.6.2(a) this gives 0 = h - F, = 
d, and s<O. If e> m, we must have g(P) # 0. Then by 2.2.6.2(c), s = g. F, = 0. Also 
O=(f. g)F,,= -rl by2.2.5.3 and 2.2.1.1. So I=O. But thengEk*, no terms offyand 
ngx can cancel, and e = m - 1, a contradiction. Hence we may assume e = m. g and 6 
must not meet at P. By 2.2.6.2(b), g and h do not meet on F,, and (f. g)L, =0 by 
2.2.5.3. From 2.2.3 we have h2y2=f2+ ng2x2 and ku =p+ ngv. Hence 

and 

(f. &P= (g . u)P= ord 

Summing, we have s = (f. g)F, = nrs - (rl+ sm) by 2.2.1.1. Expressing r, m in terms 
of s, I, we have 

(s+2)(ns-/)=s(l+n+2), (N 

from which it follows that ns-/<l+n+2, n(s- 1)<2/+212, and n(s- 1)zzl. 
n>O since p{n, so s=O,l, or 2. s=2 gives n=l; then (+) gives 61=2, which is 
nonsense. s = 0 and (+) imply I= 0. Then g E k*; as in the last paragraph, this is 
impossible. s= 1 and (+) imply n =l and I=O. Hence m=2, and x2/f. So g has 
nonzero constant term and h nonzero ‘x’ term. So 2 = es n. 1 - 0 = 1. 
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by2.2.4.3,2.2.3,andthefactthatd=r.Ife=m-l,theargumentof2.2.7.2works. 
If e> m, D is singular at P. Hence we may assume e = m; the details of this case are 
as in 2.2.7.2, and are left to the reader. 

The case pf n. In view of 2.2.4.2, the conditions that D have no isolated singu- 
larity on L2 become: 

2.2.8. 1. m-n>/+2 and gnL2=0, or 
2. m-n<1+2 and fnL2=0, or 
3. m-n=/+2 and ffIgnL2=0. 

By 2.2.4.3 we have 

D-gu 1+2u-~ i +Ji(m-nU2-r $ . 

Thus if 1+2>m-n and rcs+2, or 1+2<m-n and r>s+2, then D has an 
isolated singularity at P. If I + 2 > m -n and rzs + 2, we must have f(P) # 0, so by 
2.2.8.2, O=f. F,=r, and sc0. 

Ifl+2rm-nandr<s+2, wemust have&P)#O. By2.2.5.2,O=g.M,=ns-I. 
By 2.2.1.2, n(s+ I)rnrrmzl+n+2=n(s+ 1)+2. 

If 1+2=m-n and r>s+2, we must have f(P)#O, so by 2.2.5.1, O=f .A&,= 
nr-m. By 2.2.8.3 and 2.2.1.1, O=(f.g)F,=nrs-sm-rl=-rl. So l=O, and 
nr=m=n+2, hencen(r-1)=2. Butrz3,son=l+O(modp). 

Finally we have the case r=s+2,1+2Sm-n. We have: 

2.2.9. (s+2)(iu-I)-s(l+n+2)=r(ns-I)-sm=(f ag),,=O. (If l+2=m-n, this 
follows from 2.2.5.3, 2.2.8.3, and the requirement that D have no isolated singu- 
larity at P. If I+ 2<m - n, it follows from 2.2.5.3, 2.2.8.1, the requirement at P, 
and the fact that O=g. F,=s.) One deduces that ns-l<l+n+2, hence n(s- l)< 
21+212. 

If n=O, then by 2.2.9, I(s+2)+s(l+2)=0, so (f+l)(s+l)=l, and /=O. By 
2.2.1.2, 2=I+n+25m~nr=O. 

Sowemayasumenr2ands=Oor l.scannotbel,forthenm~nr=rl+m~m, 
so I=0 and 3n=n+2 (by 2.2.9), whence n= 1. Therefores=O, r=2, I=0 by 2.2.9, 
and mzn + 2. Looking to the Newton diagrams of f and g, we have g E k* and 
f = &y)x2, with deg rp I n - 2. We conclude that 

D-d+~(~)X2~=-&-~(yl) $-, 
aY I 
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for some (D of degree in - 2. Now DP(Yt) = 0 and DP(xt) = -dP-‘p/dyf-‘, hence 

D is p-closed o cp is a derivative. 

Suppose this is so, and let H be an antiderivative of cp. Putting 

?=Yl, j=x1 +WYl)* 0) 

we have D-a/au’. If we choose H of degree in (as we may, since deg vsn -2), 
then 0) defines an automorphism of F, ([2], (4.4.2), p. 65). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. 

Our results do not seem to extend readily to arbitrary rational surfaces. The 
example [Ft + lP2 and the following one point to a non-trivial relationship between 
the sets of derivations without isolated singularities on each of two surfaces which 
differ by a single blowing-up. 

2.3. Example. Let 2 * [Fe= IP: x IP: be the blowing-up of a point. Then any nonzero 
derivation D on 2 has isolated singularities. 

We sketch the proof. By homogeneity of [Fc, we may assume that the blown-up 
point is the point P in the proof of 2.2, and may take the u, u of that proof as local 
parameters at P. One can write down precisely the conditions that D - CZ(,~/~U) + 
/3@/8o) (a; p coprime) have no isolated singularity on the exceptional fibre ECZ. 
Comparison with the possibilities for D gotten by combining 2.2.5 and 2.2.8 
gives 2.3 

3. The case Z= C x P *, C non-rational 

Throughout this section, C will stand for a complete nonsingular curve of genus 
gr 1. We begin by collecting a few facts about k-derivations of k(C). 

3.1. We call a derivation 6#0 of k(C) normalized if -(6) is an effective divisor. 
Note that then -(6) is an effective canonical divisor on C, and that such divisors, 
and hence normalized derivations, exist on C. 

3.2. For each q E C we fix a parameter &. A polynomial 

Pq=a&*+a,_,<~ s+l + ..a + a,&‘, 

s> 0, ai E k, is then called a principal part at q. If f~ k(C), we can write 

f =Pq+g, 

where P4 is a principal part and g is regular at q. We then call P,=P,Jf) the 
principal part off at q. We denote by 

.4 = ((P,),,cj P4=0 for almost all q} 
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the vector space of all principal parts on C and by 

yo= U&(f))QECl fE k(C)) 

the subspace of principal parts of rational functions. 

3.3. We call a derivation 6# 0 on a field L (of characteristic p) additive if &‘= 0 and 
multiplicative if 6P = 6. We have 

3.3.1. Lemma. Let 6 be p-closed. 
(i) 6 is additive if and only if there exists f E L with 6(f) = 1. 

(ii) 6 is multiplicative if and only if there exists f E L* with S(f) =f. 

Proof. The ‘if’ parts of both assertions are obvious. We prove the ‘only if’ parts. 
(i) Suppose 6P=O. There exists f E L such that S(f)#O. Hence there exists 

i, 1 ~i<p, such that S’(f)+0 and &+*(f)=O. Then 6(6’-‘(f)/6’(f))= 1. 
(ii) Suppose @‘= 6. There exists g’E L such that 6(g’) # 0. Then 6’(g’) # 0 for all i. 

Put g = BP- ‘(g’). Then 8’-‘(g) =g and hence the operator 6 on the (finite- 
dimensional) L”-vector space spanned by {6’(g) 1 iz0) has an eigenvalue o with 
UP-I = 1. Let f ‘E L* be a corresponding eigenvector. Then f := (f ‘)1’w makes 
sense, and S(f)=f. 

3.4. Lemma. Let 6 be a nonzero derivation of k(C). Let f~k(C) such that 

S(f) * 0. 
(i) (S(f )/f) - (6) is an effective (canonical) divisor if and only if there exists a 

divisor E on C such that (f) =pE. 
(ii) (6( f )) - (6) is an effective (canonical) divisor if and only if all principal parts 

off are p-th powers. 

Proof. Let 4 E C and let 4 be a local parameter at q. We write 

f=Yu, 

where u is a unit at 4, and 

So e is a local equation for (6) at 4. 
(i) We have 

6(f)/f=s 
( 
r/<+u-’ g 

> 

with u-‘(au/a<) E /-c,~. Hence e-‘S(f)/f has no pole at 4 if and only if 
r= 0 (mod p). 
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(ii) We have 

E-i8(f)=rU<~-1+S$ 

with (au/a<) E 0~. If rr0, there is nothing to prove. So assume r<O and write 

u= & u;ri, uo+o, 
in @c,q. Then 

P:=5rosE_fUiti 

is the principal part of f at q. Clearly E-‘B(f) has no pole at q if and only if 
r=O (modp) and Ui=O for O<ic-r, i*O (modp). 

3.5. By combining 3.3.1 and 3.4 we find the following results concerning the 
existence of normalized additive or multiplicative derivations on C. Here 6 is a fixed 
nonzero derivation on C. 

(i) If S(f) #O and (S(f)/f) - (6) is effective, then 6’= (f/S(f)8 is a normalized 
multiplicative derivation. Since divisors E on C such that pE is linearly equivalent 
to 0 are given by points of order p on the Jacobian of C, such points provide 
normalized multiplicative derivations on C. 

(ii) If S(f)+0 and (S(f)) - (6) is effective, then S’=S/S(f) is a normalized 
additive derivation. It is well known that there is an isomorphism (see [4], p. 27) 

(Given PE 9, choose an open covering { Ui} of C such that there exist rational 
functions fj on Vi with principal parts equal to those of P. The image of P in 
H’(C, 0,) is the class of the cocycle fi -h.) Now H’(C, Bc) has a natural p-th power 
map whose kernel corresponds to the ‘supersingular’ part of the Jacobian of C (the 
deficiency in points of order p) and that is given on 9 by (PJQEc - (P&C. Hence 
the supersingular part of the Jacobian of C provides normalized additive 
derivations on C. 

3.6. Let II : 2 + Y be an inseparable degree p covering of nonsingular surfaces, 
qEZ, q’= n(q), 19= Oz,q and 19’= BY,~,. By the discussion in Section 1 there exists a 
regular system of parameters (<,q) for V such that (<p,q) is a regular system of 
parameters for 19’. Let cp’: Y’ + Y be the blowing up of q’ and rp : Z’+ Z the blowing 
up of p points infinitely near to q along the curve q = 0. (Note that this is well 
defined. Another parameter with the same properties as q has contact at least p with 
q at q.) Let G be the exceptional curve of ~1’ and HI, . . . , HP the exceptional curves of 
rp, labelled in their order of appearance. We then have the following result, the 
proof of which we leave to the reader (see also [5], Lemma 2.4). 

Lemma. R induces a morphism II’ : Z ’ -+ Y’. I7 induces an isomorphism HP + G and 

maps HP_,,..., H, to the point on G corresponding to the direction <P = 0. 
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3.7. Let Z= C x P’ and write k(P’) = k(t). Let 6 be a nonzero derivation on k(C). 
We extend 6 and a/at trivially to derivations on k(Z) = k(C)(t), which we denote by 
the same letters. Any derivation on Z is then equivalent to a/at or to a derivation 

with h E k(Z). We put 

K=-(G)xiP’ and CoD=Cx{~}, 

where 03 E IP’ is given by l/t=O. 

3.7.1. Lemma. Let D = 6 + h(a/at), with 6 normalized. 

(i) If g = 1, then D has no isolated singularity on Z if and only if h E k(t). 
(ii) If g> 1, then D has no isolated singularity on Z if and only if h = 0 or 

(h) + K+ 2C, 10. 

Proof. It is clear that 6 has no isolated singularity on Z. We may assume, therefore, 
that h # 0. 

In this proof we call ‘vertical’ a curve on Z of the form {q} x P’, q E C, and 
‘horizontal’ a curve of the form C x {q}, q E iP’. Write (h) =EO- E,, where E0 and 
E, are effective divisors without common component. Let F=inf{E,,K+ 2C,}. 
Since h(a/at) = EO- E, + 2C, we have at a point qc Z with local parameters < 
(along C) and q (along PI) 

where 6, is a local equation for -K-E, + F, fi is a local equation for El : = E,- F, f2 
is a local equation for El := Eo+ 2C, + K- F and, by construction, GCD(f,, fi) = 1. 

Case I: The components of E. are neither all horizontal nor all vertical. Then D 
has no isolated singularity on Z if and only if El = 0, i.e. if and only if E, I K + 2C,. 

Case 2: All components of E0 are vertical. Then h E k(C), E, is vertical, hence F 
is vertical, and C, is a horizontal component of E2. Hence again D has no isolated 
singularity if and only if El = 0, or E, 5 K. 

Case 3: All components of E0 are horizontal. Then h E k(t), E, is horizontal, 
hence F is horizontal. If El = 0, we are done as in cases 1 and 2. If El # 0, i.e. if 
(h)_ $2C,, then D has no isolated singularity if and only if K= 0, i.e. g = 1. 

The above proof gives the following corollary: 

3.7.2. Corollary. Suppose D = 6 + h(6/&) has no isolated singularity on Z. Then 
(D)= -K ifg> 1 and(D)=-(h),+ inf{(h),,2C,} ifg= 1. 

3.8. We keep the notation of 3.7. Suppose now D=cS+h(a/at) has no isolated 
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singularity on Z. It does not seem to be easy in general to determine when D is 
p-closed, and we will make the simplifying assumption 

h=h,h2 

with hl ok and O# h2E k(C). (By 3.7.1 this is no restriction if g= 1.) Then 
(h&,, 5 K and hence hi’6 is a normalized derivation on C. So we are free to replace 
D by h;‘D, i.e. we may assume h2= 1 and h= h, ok. If g> 1, we then have 
(h)_ I 2C, by 3.7.1. We therefore first consider 

3.8.1. The case h E k[t], deg, h I 2. By an appropriate choice of I we can reduce our 
discussion to the following two cases: 

A:=&=?_ 
at at 

(additive case), 

W A:=h;=r$ (multiplicative case). 

Since D = 6 + A with 6A = A& we have DP= BP+ A P and D is p-closed if and only if 
P= 0 in case (a) or dp = 6 in case (m). 

Case (m). Let E be a divisor on C and write E = Eo- E,,, where Eo= C riqi and 
E,= C r,!qj are effective divisors without common component. The following is a 
standard construction in the theory of ruled surfaces (see for instance [4], III $1). 
For qi E Supp Eo (resp. q,! E Supp E,,,) we blow up Ti points infinitely near to (qi, 0) on 
C x (0) (resp. rf infinitely near to (qi,a) on C x {a}). Let Ei.1, . . . 9 E,, (resp. 
E! ,,l, . . . . Eir;) be the exceptional curves. We then shrink successively the proper 
transform of (4;) x P’ (resp. {q]) x IF”) and Ei.1, . . . . .!ZL~~-, (resp. E,:,,..., I$;_,). 
There results a ruled surface which we call ZE. 

Suppose now that E=pE’, where E’is a divisor on C. Clearly this is equivalent to: 
There exists a divisor Eo on IX (the Frobenius of C) such that E = e*(Ee). We can 
now apply the above construction to Y = BC x Ipi and E0 and find by repeated 
application of 3.6: 

There exists a commutative diagram of morphisms 

c - ec 

with I7 an inseparable covering of degree p. 
It is well known that Z + C x P’ if and only if E is linearly equivalent to 0. 

Suppose then E = B*(EO) and E = (f), f fz k(C)P. It is easy to see that then YEO= ZD, 
where D=6+f(a/&) with 6 normalized and S(f)=f. (We have D(t/f)=O, and the 
birational map Z + Z = ZE given by (q, t) - (a I/f(q)) factors into quadratic trans- 
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formations precisely as described in the construction of Z,.) 
Case (a). Let P = (P4)qE c be a principal part on C. Suppose P,#O. Let r be a 

local parameter for C at 4 and q a local parameter for ip’ at 00. Write 

Pg=a,<-S+...+a,<-‘, a,+O, 

and blow up 2s points on CX Ip’ infinitely near to (4,~) along the branch 

5S=~(as+a,_Ir+...+a,5”-‘). 

The following diagram illustrates this situation. (Numbers in parentheses give self- 
intersections.) 

Here Eo= {q} x P’ and the exceptional curves (in order of appearance) are 

E,, . . . , Es-,,Es,Fs-,,...,Fo. (A) 

We can now shrink successively E. and the curves of (A) with the exception of Fo. 

Doing this for each 4 E Supp P, we obtain a ruled surface which we denote Zp. 
Suppose now that P= P’p, where P’ is a principal part on C. Clearly this is so if 

and only if P is the pullback via 0 of a principal part PO on BC. (To fix the ideas we 
choose local parameters on OC that are p-th powers of local parameters chosen at 
corresponding points of C.) We now apply the above construction to Y = f?C x F” 
and find by repeated application of 3.6: 

There exists a commutative diagram of morphisms 

c - ec 

with ii’ an inseparable covering of degree p. 
It is not hard to check that Zpz C x IP’ if and only if PE So, i.e. if and only if P is 

the principal part of a rational function f c k(C). If this is the case we have 
Yp,r zD, where D = 6 + (d/at) with 6 normalized and S(f) = 1. (We have 
D(t -f) = 0, and the birational map Z +Zp= Z given by (4, t) - (q, t -f(q)) factors 
into quadratic transformations precisely as described in the construction of Zp.) 
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3.8.2. The case g= 1. If 6 is a normalized derivation on C, we have (6) =O and 
hence dP=ac5 with a6 k. We may assume, therefore, that either 

(m) 

or 

6P=6 (C not supersingular) 

(a) 6P=O (C supersingular). 

Suppose D=6+ h(a/at) is without isolated singularities on Z. Then h E k(t) by 
Lemma 3.7.1, and D is p-closed if and only if d P=d in case (m) or d P=O in case 
(a), where z.l = h(a/&). By a formula of Hochschild (see [3], p. 191) this is equivalent 
to d P- ‘(h) = h in case (m) and d P- ‘(h) = 0 in case (a). Possible (though if p > 2 not 
all) solutions are h = t + gp and h = gp respectively, g E k(t). 

Now suppose D is p-closed and let n : Z -, Y= ZD be the quotient morphism. Let 
L be a canonical divisor on Y. By [6], Corollary 1 on p. 1213, we have 

n*(L) - -2C, - (p - l)(D). 

Applying Corollary 3.7.2, we find that 

n*(L)-CxQ, 

where Q is a divisor on Ip’ of degree 

with 
d=-2+(p-l)dl 

dt=deg((h),-inf{(h),,2m))rO. 

Now for nr0, 

h”( Y, f’(nL)) I h”(Z, @(n*(nL))) 5 h”( Y, r.( pnL)) 

(the middle term is just hO(lP’, /‘(nQ))) and hence K(Y), the Kodaira dimension of Y, 
is 1 if d>O, whereas K(Y)=O if d=O. 

If d =0 we have one of the following: 
(i) p = 2 and dl = 2. The possibilities for h are (with appropriate choice of t) in 

case (m): h=f+g2, gEk[k], degg=2 and in case (a): h=g2, gEk[t], degg=2 or 

h=g2/t2, tfgEk[t], deggS2. 
(ii) p = 3 and d, = 1. The possibilites for h are (with appropriate choice of t) in 

case(m): h=r+g3, gEk[t], degg=l or h=t+c/t, cEk*; and in case (a): h=g3, 

gEk[f], degg=l or h=c/t, cEk*. 

One checks easily that there are no D with d= -1 (and hence p= 2, dl= 1). The 
case d = -2, or d, =O, has been treated in 3.8.1. 

4. Subbundles of the tangent bundle 

Let Z be a nonsingular surface. Derivations of k(Z) are naturally identified with 
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rational sections of the tangent bundle Tz of Z, i.e. with ‘rational’ homomorphisms 

More precisely, if Y’ is a line bundle on Z, there is a natural one-to-one corres- 
pondence between homomorphisms with only isolated zeros 

or equivalently, homomorphisms with only isolated zeros 

a: U-T, 

on the one hand and equivalence classes of derivations D (see Section 1) with 
Y’z 0(D)) on the other. (One identifies homomorphisms which differ by an 
automorphism of L?‘.) We call a, or, if there is no danger of confusion, the line 
bundle U; integrable if the corresponding derivation is p-closed (see [7], 93). It is 
clear that D has no isolated singularity on Z if and only if the corresponding a 
embeds yl as a sublinebundle in Tz, i.e. if and only if T=/a(k‘) is again a line 
bundle. We can therefore interpret the results of Section 1 as saying that inseparable 
coverings II: Z+ Y of degree p, with Y nonsingular, are given by integrable 
subbundles of the tangent bundle of Z. 

We can therefore reformulate the result of the proof of Theorem 2.1 as follows: 

4.1. Theorem. Tp2 has no sublinebundles. 

If Z * C is a ruled surface over the nonsingular curve C, there is a well-known 

exact sequence 

0-@“.T++N-0 (t) 

where N is the pullback of the tangent bundle of C and @ is the line bundle of 
tangents along the fibres of Z. It is easy to see that a is integrable. (It corresponds to 
D = d/at, with k(Z) = k(C)(t).) 

The results of Section 2 on rational ruled surfaces now translate as follows. 

4.2. Theorem. (i) If p{n, then the sublinebundles of TEE are precisely those 
derived from a : @ + T,, by an automorphism of F,. They are all integrable. 

(ii) If p / n, then the sequence (t) splits and there exists an integrable section 

a: N- TFn. The integrable sublinebundles of TF, are those derived from a or ts by 
an automorphism of F,. 

It is easy to see that if a ruled surface Z 4 C is the pullback by the Frobenius of C 
of a ruled surface Y+K, then (t) splits. Our investigations suggest: 

4.3. Conjecture. The converse is true. 
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4.4. A. Lascu has shown us how to use the calculus of characteristic classes to 
derive necessary conditions on a line bundle i/ to appear as sublinebundle of T,: 

The reverse Chern polynomial of Z vanishes when evaluated on 2: One obtains a 
particularly concise proof of Theorem 4.1 in this way: The reverse Chern 
polynomial of ip2 is 1 2+ 3lt + 3, where I is the class of a line. Evaluation on a line 
bundle of degree n leads to n2+ 3n + 3 = 0, which is impossible. 

Corollary 3.7.2, which classifies the possible sublinebundles of T, when 
Z = C x IP’, C a curve of positive genus, could also be proved by this technique. It 
seems to us, however, that most of our detailed results, particularly those concerned 
with integrability conditions, require a more direct method of attack. 
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Notes added in proof 

(1) Theorem 4.1 is not new, only the use made of it in 2.1. It appears as an 
exercise, for instance, in R. Hartshorne, Algebraic Geometry (Springer, Berlin-New 
York, 1977). 

(2) Conjecture 4.3 is not true unless one asks for integrable sections of (t). In 
fact, (t) splits for a ‘general’ ruled surface (of even degree if char k = 2). This holds 
even if char k = 0. 
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